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Alleppey is a famous destination in Kerala which is visited by horde of tourists throughout the year.
This beautiful land is famous for its pristine beach, its exotic backwaters, traditional houseboats,
boat races, fish and lakes. Alleppey tourism takes the tourists to the itâ€™s beautiful and sandy beaches
which looks gorgeous with the coconut trees groves on one side and the ancient towering light
house on the other side. There are many blossoming gardens and Parks namely Vijaya Park and
Sea View Park which offers many recreational options to the tourists and the visitors.

Another famous attraction of this beautiful destination is its charming backwater with houseboat
cruise which gives the tourists an opportunity to take an interesting houseboat ride watching the
natural beauties of Alleppey like churches, colonial monuments, dwellings, coconut trees, verdant
vegetation and the busting activities of life. While travelling to Kerala the tourists and the visitors are
also very much interested in taking a houseboat ride which can be found in Alleppey a famous
tourist destination in Kerala. Tourists can also use these houseboats to stay at night; it has sleeping
and dining spaces with attached bathroom and kitchen. Alleppey the backwater destination can be
easily reached by roadways, railways and airways.

There are many wildlife sanctuaries in Kerala which attracts many touristsâ€™ and the wildlife lovers to
see and witness the exotic species of flora and fauna. Tourists can also examine the endangered
species of plants and animals which they will hardly get to see anywhere else. The major wild life
sanctuaries of Kerala include Periyar Wildlife Sanctuary, Wayanad Wildlife Sanctuary, Idukki Wildlife
Sanctuary and the Parambikulam Wildlife Sanctuary. The wildlife sanctuaries of this evergreen land
are completely taken care so that they can save the endangered and the rare species.

Idukki Wildlife Sanctuary is one of the most famous wildlife sanctuaries in Kerala which invites horde
of tourists from India and across the world. Idduki was stated as a wildlife sanctuary in 1976 and it is
specially known for its elephant population. It is worldwide famous and one can enjoy its scenic
charm with Kerala backwaters to witness its unique and diverse flora and fauna. Another famous
wildlife sanctuary and the tiger reserve in Kerala is the Periyar wildlife sanctuary. It is also a famous
tiger reserve. The Periyar Lake which lies in the middle of the sanctuary is a source of attraction for
the tourists; it also gives the visitors an excellent opportunity for jungle safari for wildlife viewing, it is
a wonderful experience to visit this place. Parambikulam wildlife sanctuary also lies in Kerala and
offers its visitors with wide variety of rare wild animals; it is the most excellent national park known
for its rich and diverse flora and fauna. This sanctuary is easily accessible by road. There is another
sanctuary called Wayanad sanctuary which is famous among the tourists as it provides them with
beautiful surroundings. One tour to this sanctuary one can visit enchanting Chembra Park which is
an ideal place for trekking.

Kerala wildlife sanctuaries are famous throughout the world and tourists are keenly interested to
visit this place for their enjoyment and knowledge.
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Abhay Kumar - About Author:
Abhay is an eminent analyst and writer in Travel & Tourism related topics. He has authored many
books on tour guide for a Kerala Tourism Places and a Kerala wildlife sanctuaries.
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